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Abstract

Large language models such as GPT-3 have demonstrated an impressive capability
to adapt to new tasks without requiring task-specific training data. This capability has
been particularly effective in settings such as narrative question answering, where the
diversity of tasks is immense, but the available supervision data is small. In this work,
we investigate if such language models can extend their zero-shot reasoning abilities to
long multimodal narratives in multimedia content such as drama, movies, and animation,
where the story plays an essential role. We propose Long Story Short, a framework for
narrative video QA that first summarizes the narrative of the video to a short plot and then
searches parts of the video relevant to the question. We also propose to enhance visual
matching with CLIPCheck. Our model outperforms state-of-the-art supervised models by
a large margin, highlighting the potential of zero-shot QA for long videos.

1 Introduction
Recent video QA models face challenges in handling long video narrative QA tasks [2, 13, 27]
(i.e., films, dramas, and YouTube web videos) due to the limitation in data and annotations.
This results in an inability to comprehend the long video narratives beyond answering mainly
visual questions on short video clip [16, 17, 30]. The sizes of such long video QAs are
insufficient to train the models to fully comprehend the complex narrative structures within
a video, yielding sub-optimal performances. [10] demonstrate that the supervised models
rely more on language biases in the question than the narrative context: they can obtain
similar performance even without seeing any video context. This highlights the necessity of
multimodal reasoning capability beyond small task-specific supervision.

To address the challenge caused by low generalization, a zero-shot approach using
pretrained Large Language Models (LLMs) can be an efficient alternative for tackling complex
QA tasks [32], and text context summarization [8, 37]. Yet, is the narrative QA capability of
such LLMs transferable to the video domain?

We propose Long Story Short (LSS), illustrated in figure 1, that translates video clips into
text screenplay format inspired by Socratic Model [35]. Using GPT-3 [1], we first summarize
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(ID:2)

(a) Video to Screenplay 🎬

Caption : …
DVS : …
………

Caption : …
DVS : …
………

(ID:1)
Caption : The man is wearing brown hat
SOMEONE takes a cross from the box.
Subtitle :  
I got something...
I got something right here.
Oh, look at that!
We're rich! We're rich!
Shut up. Shut up. 
Well, we're rich, ain't we?
Caption : two people in a room
SOMEONE practically salivate at the sight of it.
Subtitle :
Hey, we got to find…

(b) Screenplay to Plots ✍

The man in the brown hat is digging in 
the box, and he finds a cross. He is 
excited and shows it to the others. 

(c) Solve Question

After finding a golden cross in a 
box, a man and his friends go on a 
treasure hunt to find more riches.

They follow clues to different 
ancient sites and find artifacts from 
long-lost civilizations. Along the 
way, they battle evil forces

(ID:i)

(ID:i)

(ID:i+1)

(ID:i+2)

LSS

(d) Validate with Retrieval (c) Validate with VLM (CLIPCheck)

Q : What is 
the artifact 
they fight for?

Candidate

a. Golden Cross

Figure 1: Long Story Short (LSS) uses Large Language Models (LLMs) (i.e., GPT-3) to
generate (a) Screenplay and summarized (b) Plots from video. Further details about data
processing can be found in Section 2. When LSS answer questions about the video, the model
(c) validate given raw video footage with Visual Language Model, CLIP, and (d) search
further grounded scripts in a backward manner, which we call CLIPCheck in Section 2.3.

the long video into a list of plots and then navigate both the generated summary and the
raw video context to resolve the given question. Our zero-shot method shows better results
than state-of-the-art supervised methods in MovieQA and DramaQA dataset. Furthermore,
we propose CLIPCheck, a visual-text matching method to enhance visual alignment of the
reasoning results provided by GPT-3. To summarize, our main contributions are three-fold:

1. We present LSS, a framework that summarizes a long video narrative to a list of plots
and retrieves the subplot relevant to the question.

2. We demonstrate the importance of considering visual alignment strength via CLIP-
based matching in visual prompting.

3. Our zero-shot approach achieves state-of-the-art performance in MovieQA [27] and
DramaQA [2], outperforming supervised baselines.

2 Method
We describe Long Story Short (LSS), a prompt-based strategy that divides and conquers
narrative video QA by summarizing the plot and retrieving relevant information with the plot.
Our objective is to predict the correct answer aŷ from long video context X. Since language
models can only accept tokens of fixed length (e.g. 4096 tokens for GPT-3), they cannot
process the rich context (e.g. subtitles or scene descriptions) of movies that typically spans
two long hours.

Thus, we introduce a summarize-then-search method for video question answering. We
first divide the long video context into clip segments and summarize each segment into a
subplot using GPT-3 to get the list of subplots SX = {s1,s2⋯sn}. Then, we retrieve video
segments Xk = {xk1 ,⋯,xkm} relevant to the question with the subplot list as the input. We
use both the full context of the selected segments and the global plot information to derive
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A young boy is questioned by detectives about 
a bank robbery in which he was present. The 
boy describes the tall, masked man who was in 
charge of the robbery, but is unable to identify 
him from a lineup of photos.

(a) They harshly interrogate the hostages
(b) They thoroughly search the place     
(c) They send the hostages for psychiatric …
(d) They interrogate witnesses
(e) They undress all the people

A hostage situation at a bank turns 
into a standoff when the robbers 
realize that the police are not going 
to give them the plane they 
demanded. …

A young woman is searching 
for something she's lost, and 
she's willing to go to great 
lengths to find it. …

📝 Generated Plot Summary

🎬 Get answer from 
Model generated Summary + Retrieved Screenplay

… …

📺 Aligned Raw Video

"How is the police trying to find the robbers among all people released from the bank?"

CLIP Check results

(ID:31) (ID:32) (ID:33)
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42.83%
02.31%
22.29%
15.67%
16.71%

Figure 2: The qualitative result showing our proposed Long Story Short (LSS) model that
generates and retrieves the index of raw video footage. When the model predicts the final
answer from (i) the generated Summary and (ii) the retrieved text context, CLIPCheck
validates each candidate’s answers to revise the final answer for the question.

likelihood over the answer choices pθ (a1),⋯, pθ (a5). Finally, we apply CLIPCheck, to
strengthen the visual grounding of the selected answer. We provide the prompt templates in
the appendix.

2.1 Plot Generation
We use the ground-truth video partitions to segment the whole video into a set of shorter clips.
Each long video X = {x1,⋯,xn} consists of n clip segments Xi, and each segment contains
video vi and the corresponding text ti such as subtitle or ASR.

X = {(v1, t1),(v2, t1)⋯(vn, tn)}

Given a video X, we first extract visual and text features of the video X′ in natural language
forms. As [32] transcribe image as language prompt for frozen GPT-3, we retrieve DVS
caption [26] and image captions with pretrained BLIP [18] for video vi ∈ X, and concatenate
the aligned text ti as n generated scripts as illustrated in figure 1. We compose a prompt to
summarize the context of a video segment into a plot piece of up to three sentences and use
GPT-3 to build the plot list aligned with the segment indices SX = {s1,⋯,sn}.

2.2 Narrative Search
Given the summarized narrative and the question, we wish to retrieve the relatively short clip
relevant to the question from the long video. Language models generate open-ended text
which is irregular and often noisy. To retrieve the exact part of the video, we drive the model
to output indices of the plot rather than the text form.

We first assign consecutive indices to the list of summarized plot pieces SX = {s1,⋯,sn}
aligned with the clip segmentation. Then, we prompt the language model to output the indices
of the plot pieces k = {k1,⋯,km} to lookup for.
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The generated indices might still be noisy due to the open-ended nature of language
models. When the model outputs an answer in text form, we use rouge-l [19] score to find
plot piece candidates whose similarity with the generated sentence are above the specified
threshold α ≥ 0.5.

Finally, we concatenate the plots SX, the visual and text representation of the selected seg-
ments X′

k = {(vk1 , tk1),⋯,(vkm , tkm)}, the question q, and the answer choices A = {a1,⋯,a5}
to build the prompt input for question answering. We process the prompt with the language
model with weights θ and use the index token likelihood as the answer choice score.

pθ (ai) = pθ (i∣SX,X
′
k,q,A)

2.3 Visual Checking
For a tighter visual-text matching, we introduce CLIPCheck, a method to conjoin CLIP
visual distance [25] and the language model likelihood. We start from the selected video
segments Xk = {xk1 ,⋯,xkm}, answer choices A = {a1,⋯,a5}, and answer likelihoods Pθ =

{pθ (a1),⋯, pθ (a5)} of GPT-3.
First, we use the CLIP image encoder to encode each frame xki j

of the selected segments.
When l is the number of frames within a segment:

x̄ki j
=CLIPV (xki j

)
x̄ki = {x̄ki1

,⋯, x̄kil
}, X̄k = {x̄k1 ,⋯, x̄km}

Then, we extract the CLIP text feature of each answer choice āi =CLIPL(ai) and compare
cosine similarity between the video input and the answers. We select the best-matched frame
for each answer to derive the cosine similarity score.

c(a, X̄k) = max
i≤m, j≤l

cossim(ā, x̄ki j
)

Then we apply the softmax function with temperature τ on the scores to get normalized
visual likelihood over the answer candidates Pc = {pc(a1),⋯, pc(a5)}. Lastly, we multiply
the answer likelihood from the language model Pθ with the visual likelihood Pc to obtain the
final likelihood. We simply select the answer with the maximum value as the model answer.

We choose to consider CLIPCheck only when the language model is not certain of its
choice. Given the likelihoods of the top two answers pθ (ah1), pθ (ah2) from the language
model, we measure the model certainty with binary entropy E ′ of the re-normalized probability.
We only use the combined likelihood when the binary entropy is greater than the given
threshold E ′

≥ 0.4. Otherwise, we do not apply CLIPCheck and just use the language model
likelihood.

h1 = argmax
i≤5

pθ (ai),h2 = argmax
j≤5, j≠h1

pθ (a j)

E ′
= −pθ (ah1) log pθ (ah1)− pθ (ah2) log pθ (ah2)

3 Experiments
For all experiments, we use GPT-3 [1] (text-davinci-003) as the backbone language
model. Unless stated otherwise, we use the ground truth clip boundary to segment the videos.
All LSS variants do not use any training data and thus are zero-shot methods.
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Model Aligned V + S V Only S Only

Su
pe

rv
is

ed

A2A ✓ 41.66 40.28 41.05
PAMN ✓ 43.34 42.33 42.56
UniversalQA ✓ 48.87 50.67 47.62
DHTCN ✓ 49.60 47.38 48.43

ze
ro

sh
ot

No Context ✗ 36.36 34.28 38.07
LSS ✓ 53.44 49.83 56.42
LSS-Search ✗ 51.24 49.00 53.09
LSS-Search+CLIPCheck ✗ 51.49 49.55 53.09

Table 1: Evaluation on MovieQA validation split. The dataset provides GT alignment with
3 minutes of video clip on average: We also report Ours-search which searches the whole
movie context without GT alignment. (V) indicates Video and (S) indicates Subtitle.

Model Labels AccPlot Aligned

Supervised [13] ✓ ✓ 68.00

GPT3 w\o Context ✗ ✗ 36.90

LSS

Base ✓ ✓ 66.76
+ Search ✓ ✗ 48.98
+ Plot ✗ ✓ 65.80
+ Plot + Search ✗ ✗ 53.34

Table 2: Evaluation on PororoQA validation split. The machine-generated plot (+Plot)
performs close to the human annotations (Base).

Model Level3 Level4

CharacterAttention 60.82 65.62
Kim et al. [14] 70.00 70.00

LSS 72.20 75.23
+Caption 73.54 75.68
+CLIPCheck 75.78 79.28
+Caption+CLIPCheck 75.34 77.93
+CLIPCheck-Shuffle 71.74 73.87

Table 3: Evaluation on the levels three and four of DramaQA validation split. CLIPCheck
achieves state-of-the-art over the baselines and a prompt-based approach [35] of inputting
image descriptions.
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Model Aligned V + S

LSS ✓ 53.44
LSS-Search ✗ 51.24
LSS-Search+CLIPCheck ✗ 51.49

LSS-Random ✗ 48.92
LSS-Full ✗ 48.57

Table 4: Ablation Study on MovieQA validation split.

3.1 Evaluating Long Story Short
MovieQA [27] is a large-scale QA dataset sourced from 408 movies. There are multiple
sources of information in the dataset; subtitles, scripts, DVS, video clips, and plots. We report
four state-of-the-art supervised baselines; A2A [20], PAMN [11], UniversalQA [10], and
DHTCN [21].

Table 1 shows zero-shot LSS improves over previous supervised approaches. Also,
Ours-search shows strong performance even without the ground-truth segment index label.
CLIPCheck slightly improves the accuracy in the video split. However, the difference is
marginal since MovieQA often requires character-based grounding rather than general visual
matching. Finally, we experiment with the null hypothesis: No Context tests whether GPT-3
solves MovieQA by simply memorizing every fact. No Context performs worse than LSS,
rejecting the null hypothesis.

PororoQA [13] is a video story QA dataset built from a cartoon series. The supervised
baseline takes the human-generated plot and the ground truth video segment index, while LSS
+Plot+Search takes neither.

Table 2 summarizes our result on the PororoQA dataset. When using both the ground-truth
episode and plots, GPT-3 performs almost on par with the supervised baseline. Substituting a
human-generated summary with a model-generated one results in only a marginal performance
drop. Perhaps intriguingly, the search process works better when using model-generated plots.
We attribute this result to the fact that the human annotations are not designed for episode
discriminability.

3.2 Evaluating CLIPCheck

DramaQA [3] is video QA dataset that focuses on story understanding. The dataset is
arranged with four levels of hierarchical difficulty, which follow the human cognitive-
developmental stages. We evaluate LSS on the two high levels of DramaQA to test plot
understanding. We report two latest baselines in level-wise DramaQA; CharacterAttention
and Kim et al. [14].

We compare the effect of CLIPCheck and Caption, a prompt-based method of incorporat-
ing image frame descriptions extracted from BLIP [18] as inputs to GPT-3. Table 3 shows
that CLIPCheck offers greater improvement than image descriptions. Also, while adding
image captions improves LSS, the gain disappears when used jointly with CLIPCheck. We
suspect that this is because frame captions provide similar information to CLIPCheck while
being much noisier. Note that the automatic Captions here are not an integral component
of LSS. As DramaQA has visually grounded annotations already, adding automatic image
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Harry Potter is being moved to a safe house on 

the 30th of the month, just before his 17th 

birthday. However, Voldemort and his 

followers are aware of the move and plan to 

attack Harry en route. Snape volunteers to kill 

Harry, but due to the fact that their wands are 

twinned, he is unable to do so. Bellatrix 

Lestrange then volunteers and is given the task. 

The Death Eaters have ambushed Harry, Ron, 

and Fred, and they are nowhere to be found. 

Hagrid is the only one who made it back safely. 

In the wake of Albus Dumbledore's death, Harry 

Potter, Ron Weasley, and Hermione Granger 

search for the Horcruxes that will allow them 

to destroy Lord Voldemort. Along the way, they 

face many challenges and make new allies, as 

they try to stay one step ahead of Voldemort and 

his forces. To Harry James Potter, 

Dumbledore leaves the Snitch he caught in his 

first Quidditch match at Hogwarts as a reminder 

of the rewards of perseverance and skill. He 

also leaves Harry the sword of Godric

Gryffindor, which is a powerful historical 

artifact. However, the sword is missing and its 

whereabouts are unknown.

At the beginning of the book, Harry is about to 

turn seventeen and will lose his deceased 

mother's protection. Members of the Order of 

the Phoenix relocate the Dursleys, and prepare 

to move Harry to The Burrow by flying him 

there, using Harry's friends as decoys. Death 

Eaters attack them upon departure, and in 

the ensuing battle, "Mad-Eye" Moody and 

Hedwig are killed while George Weasley is 

wounded. Voldemort arrives to kill Harry, but 

Harry's wand fends him off on its own.

Harry, Ron, and Hermione prepare to hunt 

down Voldemort's four remaining Horcruxes. 

They each are given an object in Dumbledore's 

will: a Golden Snitch for Harry, a 

Deluminator for Ron, and The Tales of Beedle 

the Bard, for Hermione. Harry is also 

bequeathed the Sword of Godric Gryffindor, 

but the Ministry prevents him from receiving it. 

During Bill Weasley and Fleur Delacour's 

wedding, the Ministry of Magic falls to 

Voldemort; Death Eaters attack the wedding 

reception. The trio flee to 12 Grimmauld Place, 

Sirius Black's family home that was left to 

Harry.

Long Story Short WikiPedia

Figure 3: Comparison between the plot summary generated by LSS and the ground-truth
summary from Wikipedia. Here, we only show the first two paragraphs of the entire plot
because of the space limit.

Captions on top of that would not necessarily improve the model performance. Rather, we
use the Captions to explicitly compare early vs. late visual alignment methods.

Finally, we check whether CLIPCheck exploits the dataset bias rather than understanding
the visual context. To this end, we devise a variant of CLIPCheck with random visual context
(CLIPCheck-Shuffle). CLIPCheck-Shuffle does not improve over LSS with no CLIPCheck,
denying the bias hypothesis.

3.3 Ablation Study

Are both the summarization and search important for narrative understanding? Here, we
evaluate LSS variants with full context without the narrative search (LSS-Full) or with the plot
summary and random segment as inputs (LSS-Random). Table 4 shows that both LSS-Full
and LSS-Random fall behind LSS-Search, indicating the importance of retrieval. Note that we
could not employ the full context in LSS-Full due to the token length limitation. Instead, we
use the longest prefix of the full context that GPT3 accepts (4000 tokens minus the length of
the instruction).
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Search

(a) To track Quince's movements

(b) No reason in particular

(c) To track Trench's movements

(d) To get to know the vet

(e) To track Stigman's movements

Bobby Trench, a DEA agent, 

is tasked with stealing $43 

million from a bank. 

However, when he's double-

crossed, he must find a way 

to get the money back while 

evading capture from the 

people who want him dead.

Why does Earl interrogate 

the vet who treated 

Trench's wounds? 

0.26
0.18
0.20
0.29
0.07

0.13
0.08
0.73
0.05
0.01

Search

(a) She is excited

(b) She is confused

(c) She is sad

(d) She is angry

(e) She is happy

A man decides to turn 

herself in to the authorities 

after committing a crime. He 

is faced with the prospect of 

going to prison, but is 

determined to take 

responsibility for his actions.

How does Connie feel 

about the idea that Edward 

wants to turn himself in?

0.07
0.64
0.13
0.11
0.05

0.00
0.00
0.99
0.01
0.00

Figure 4: QA process samples in LSS. Conditioning on the searched plot piece has a
substantial impact on the language model’s answer likelihood distribution.

3.4 Qualitative Results

Figure 3 shows the automatic plot summary generated as an intermediate context of the long
video QA using the language model in the LSS framework. As shown in the qualitative
sample, the generated plots align well with the human-written plots from Wikipedia. For
example, in the first scene of the movie "Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows", the LSS
summary correctly writes that Harry Potter is currently 17 years old and the main event in
which the death eaters attack the protagonist.

Figure 4 depicts the connection between the searched plot piece and the answer likelihood.
In the example on the left, the retrieved summary tells that Trench committed a crime and
thus is on the run, suggesting that another character interested in him would be chasing him.
The language model understands this context to modify the answer likelihood in the correct
way. In the right example, the LSS plot piece suggests that Edward is confident in his decision.
While this context does not offer a direct cue to the question, the language model sees it as
information strong enough to alter the answer.

4 Related Work
Movie Summarization Movies are typical examples of long videos with clear narrative
structures. Gorinski et al. [7]generate the shorter version of a screenplay as the task of finding
an optimal graph chain of a movie scene. TRIPOD [23] is a screenplay dataset containing
turning point annotations. In the same work, an automatic model to identify the turning
point from movie narratives is proposed. Papalampidi et al. [24] later uses the TV series CSI
to demonstrate the usefulness of turning points in automatic movie summarization. Lee et
al. [15] further improves turning point identification with dialogue features and transformer
architecture.

Long Video QA The task of video question answering has been studied extensively in
the literature in the form of both Open-Ended QA [9] and Multi-Choice Problems [28, 29].
Several approaches have been proposed to address this task, starting from RNN-based attention
networks [9, 30, 36, 38], to memory networks [12, 22, 27], and transformers [4, 6]. Recently,
multimodal models pre-trained on large-scale video datasets (VideoQA [31], VIOLET [5],
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and MERLOT [33] and MERLOT-Reserve [34]) shows promising performance in video
question answering as well.

However, long video QA has received relatively less attention despite its importance.
MovieQA [27] formulates QAs on the entire movies, which typically span two long hours.
DramaQA [3] uses a single TV series as visual context, and tasks a solver to understand video
clips of length from one to twenty minutes.

5 Conclusion
We introduced Long Story Short, a summarize-then-search method to understand both global
narrative and the relevant details for video narrative QA. Our approach is effective when the
context of QA is vast and a high-level interaction with such context is necessary to solve
the said QA, which is the case in long video QAs. Also, we propose to further enhance the
visual grounding of the model-generated answer by post-checking visual alignment with
CLIPCheck. Our zero-shot method improves supervised state-of-art approaches in MovieQA
and DramaQA benchmarks. We plan to release the code and the generated plot data to the
public.

There are two possible research directions beyond this work: first, providing visual
descriptions better aligned with the story with character re-identification and co-reference
resolution improve input quality to GPT-3. Second, one can devise a more dynamic multi-hop
search that combines global and local information in a hierarchical manner.

6 Limitations
Our study has some limitations, including:
1. We experiment with only videos with English subtitles. However, our method can be

extended to include multi-lingual contexts given a strong multilingual language model.
2. The computation and memory requirement of our method is substantial due to its heavy

reliance on the large language model, GPT-3.
3. We evaluate Long Story Short with only a single instance of LLM (GPT-3).

Potential Risk. Summarizing the long video context with GPT-3 carries on ethical risks
related to the open-ended nature of the language model. GPT-3 may (a) hallucinate fake facts
about the content, (b) generate toxic utterances, or (c) implicitly embed social biases into the
summary and the answer likelihoods.
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